Giles Hugo’s work is adult photography that speaks of a life as an observer
of human frailties. As a journalist photographer working for the press his
brief was to convey information through his images but later, as a book
reviewer, the emphasis shifted from the actual to the metaphorical. These
beautiful photographs can be appreciated as merely an illustration of a song
title or a piece of poetry or they can be read as a celebration of the light.

GILES HUGO

But Giles Hugo’s work is not just a pretty picture. Beneath each image with
its seductive surfaces and lyrical colour is another world. A world where the
rock songs evoked in the titles of the photographs remind the viewer of late
nights, of voices rough from grog, cigarettes and worse and of lives
shortened by recreational substances and spirituous liquor. In the same
fashion, the beauty of the faerie queens’ realm is an appealing lair, where
the lovely spider meets her suitor and, post romance, disposes of him.
Likewise poppy flowers are exquisite and promise release from pain and
ennui but have a high price.
Gorgeous patterns revealed by neglected surfaces evoke poverty, and social
dissent bleeds through the ripped posters. After the tanks have left the
streets and the uppity rebels have disappeared, the graffiti remains, while
those that held the spray can are strangely missing. The nacreous rainbow
surfaces of abalone shell are such a Tasmanian treasure but it’s also a
cautionary tale of poachers and doing time.
Giles’ monochrome works are equally lovely but the elegant images picture
empty beds, lonely waits at the bus stop and dark, intransigent sadness.
These images are taken with modern digital cameras but several lenses used
are from 35mm SLR and rangefinder cameras of the 1960s and '70s, such as
Leica and Canon. The images are subject to a minimum of digital
manipulation.
As Giles says, What I see in the viewfinder when I squeeze the shutter
release is, basically, what you see in these prints — with some cropping and
tweaking of exposure, contrast, colour temperature, saturation and
sharpness. I probably do less in Photoshop than I might have tried in a “wet”
darkroom with film.
Nolan Galley
Level 1, Salamanca Arts Centre, 77 Salamanca Place, Hobart 7004
P: 62233449 or 0438 446785
E: betty.nolan@bigpond.com, I: www.nolanart.com.au

INTO THE LIGHT
A collection of photographs
philosophical
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5 Weeks in a Balloon

All Tomorrow’s Parties

For Kiev, 2014

Black Dog in Love

The Coming of the Faerie Queen

Altered States

Godzilla in Alphaville

Only the Lonely

Lost in Crystal Canyons

To Be Born Again

Desolation Row

The Smell of Her Perfume Echoes in
My Head Still
Each of these works is available in
A1, A2 and A3 sizes.
A1 framed $950 unfr $650
A2 unfr $350 A3 unfr $150
Some images can be printed in A0.

Lust For Light

Walk on Gilded Splinters

Motley for Ophelia

They can be ordered framed or
unframed and can be sent, rolled, to
anywhere around the globe.

